YOUR LESSON PLAN

FOR TEACHING BALANCE
TO EARLY YEAR
STUDENTS

Your Lesson Plan
For Teaching Balance to Early Year Students
Ask children to start by sitting in a circle and walk them through any safety rules
before starting.
Begin your lesson by briefly introducing children to the art of balancing, mentioning
the benefits and that although balancing may seem simple, it isn’t always that easy
when putting into practice – it takes good posture, control and concentration!
Children may challenge this which will get their competitive spirits and enthusiasm a
flare before you’ve even started.

A Pocket Full of Poses
With children standing in a semi-circle and you facing them, carry out each of the
poses below asking them to imitate your actions…
Stand on tiptoes and reach arms high into the sky
Now move legs wide apart and hold arms out to the side like a star
Move legs back together keeping arms stretched to the side
On all fours, lean head forward and bottom out, raise the left leg into the air
behind you and hold for 5-10 seconds if you can
Knees back together and repeat by lifting the right leg into the air – hold for
5-10 seconds if you can.
Now placing your balance ball and hold in your left hand, reach out in front
of you and left your right leg off the ground. Hold this pose for 5-10 seconds.
Then repeat with the right hand and left leg.
Now try laying on your back with the balance ball between your lower legs –
can you hold it there for 20 seconds?
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Freddie the Flamingo Poses...
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Ask your students if they know of an animal that stands on one leg
for up to four hours... it's the flamingo! We still don't truly know the
reason for this but one theory is to conserve body heat.
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Standing on one leg, bend the right leg and
raise your arms to the side like wings – hold for
10 seconds if you can.
Move your leg back down and repeat the same
pose with your left leg bent
Staying in this position, bending forward at the waist and lift the right leg behind
you, just like an aeroplane
Feet back together, repeat the pose whilst lifting the left leg.
Now see if you can balance on one leg, whilst placing the other foot against the
supporting leg (below the knee), creating a triangle shape – stretch out arms like
you have those wings again. Well done to students who can do this, it’s a tough
one!

Swapping poses between both
sides of the body will
encourage and develop
ambidexterity.
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Taller than Tall...
You’ll need a little space for this one. Ask children to balance paper plates on their
head one at a time, very carefully. How tall can they get? Once paper plates are
stacked and still balanced, ask your students to stand on tip toe for 10-20
seconds giving a little more height and adding a little more excitement to the
challenge.
To make the activity that little more challenging, why not try balancing
other items such as bean bags or paper cups?
What else? Why not ask children to measure their height before and
after to see how much they’ve grown! Who’s won the Taller than Tall
challenge?
Just to make the activity even more challenging, ask children to walk
around with the items still balanced on their head.

Balancing with Bean Bags
Create a running track between 5-10 metres and ask children to get into groups
of 3-5 but equal team numbers if possible. Get them to name their team and
ask one member from each team to write down their team names on a piece of
paper, like this:
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Each team must use a stopwatch to time their teammate for each race.

Race 1
One child from each group stands at the start line whilst balancing a bean bag
on their head. They are then challenged to walk as fast as they can to the
finish line and record their time on the sheet.

Race 2
The second race should be timed whilst the participating children are balancing
a bean bag on their shoulder, again record the time on the sheet.

Race 3
Next, the race should be timed whilst the children are balancing the bean bag
between their knees and jumping to the line. Record the score for each team.

Race 4
For this race children should try balancing the bean bag on their head whilst
crawling on all fours. Try and use matting for this race to provide padding and
comfort for hands and knees.

Race 5
For the last race keep the bean bag balanced on your head whilst walking
the balance beam – this will really challenge their balancing skills. How long will
it take the winner to get to the finish line? Don’t forget to record the final score.
Finally, tally up all scores for each team to see who are the winners!
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It's a Balancing Act
Mark out a long line on the floor with marking tape, skipping rope or masking
tape.
Ask children to think of their favourite cartoon character and their favourite
animal and to hold that thought. One side of the line is their favourite cartoon
character and the other is their favourite animal.
All children should line up facing to the side along one side of the line. Ask
children to jump with both feet from one side to the other and shout out their
favourite animal whilst acting it out and pretending to be one.
Next shout ‘character’ and all children have to jump with both feet to the other
side of the line shouting out their favourite characters name – and then acting
them out. Do this several times and then mix it up shouting animal when the
children are already standing on the animal side. It will give you all a giggle to see
who jumped. Children who do can simply return to the correct side of the line and
continue playing.

